


Organ Symphony No. 5: “Of Francis’s Preaching about Holy Poverty” (2006)

Orgelsymphonie Nr. 5: “Des Franziskus’ Predigten über die Heilige Armut” (2006)

1 Fanfare – Sehr ruhig 4:26

2 Grave – Bewegter – Grave 5:24

3 Sehr ruhig 8:46

4 Allegro 1:48

5 Ruhig 5:57

6 Allegro molto 4:28

7 [ohne Bewegung] 13:20

8 Allegro 6:40

9 Andante 4:42

10 Ruhig fliessend 6:06

11 Allegro marcato 4:40

12 Lento, misterioso 7:31

total playing time: 73:53

Main organ of Laurenskerk, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Marcussen & Søn, 1973 | Model by Jiří Žůrek, 2012



The music
notes by the composer

In my early appointment as organist of St. Francis Church in Hamburg, I began an engagement with Franciscan

themes. It was in the small library that I encountered important writings by and about Francis of Assisi. For a long

time, St. Francis Church had no visual display of its namesake, and thus in 1975 a fresco was commissioned from artist

Lucia Meiling-Eckhold (1898–1982). In the large arch there is an illustration of how Francis gave up all the worldly

property that he had received from his wealthy father. Later, additional icon-like like images and 11 windows (after

the Canticle of the Sun) were created by other artists.

The 12-movement fifth organ symphony, subtitled “of Francis’s preaching about holy poverty,” is not program music,

but rather a musical demonstration of various articulations and rhetorical devices as are commonly employed during

speeches and sermons. Consistent reasoning, urgent warnings, pauses and silence, excited and passionate stated

theses, questioned findings—these are all symbolized in the music. The musical symbol for “holy poverty” itself in this

symphony is exclusive use of the white keys of the organ. The challenge is to provide a coherent, large-scale organ

work (Stanisław Jerzy Lec wrote “one can forgive an artist anything but boredom”) and thus there is integration and

contrast between elements of toccata and fughetta and more introspective meditations. A special feature is the seventh

movement, which is the longest movement of the symphony. It consists of sounds with many extended pauses. For

some listeners maximum concentration will be needed here—or at least the ability to relax, meditate, and listen inside

themselves.

Jean Langlais, one of the successors of César Franck, mentioned in one of my visits to the organ loft of Ste. Clotilde in

Paris that his choir was preparing to premiere a musical setting of the St. Francis attributed text “O Lord, make me an

instrument of your peace” composed by Pierre Segond (1913–2000), the organist of the cathedral in Geneva,

Switzerland. I asked Pierre Segond if he would compose organ music inspired by the meditations of St. Francis.

Ultimately, this was not to happen, but in a letter to me dated August 31, 1982, Segond mentioned that he would begin

a planned piece with a kind of dotted-rhythm fanfare on the first letters of “Francesco di Assisi” (the pitches F–D–A).

So the opening movement of my symphony begins in the spirit of Pierre Segond with that distinctive motif. The

fanfare-introduction is followed by a fugue whose first three notes correspond to those of fanfare.



The 2nd movement is static in nature. Mighty chords surround an inner section comprised of fanfare-like passages,

bagpipe fifths, and bell-like sounds.

In the simple 3rd movement, the listener encounters a Gregorian theme: the Introit for the Feast of St. Francis.

The 4th movement is a brief toccata.

The 5th movement begins with the Gregorian melody “Florete flores” based on the “Fioretti” (Little Flowers) of St.

Francis. Later the melody is heard on a solo manual, framed by chords; at the same time the melody heard in the pedal

in augmentation.

The 6th movement is again a toccata, with a lyrical middle section.

The 7th movement is the longest of the symphony. Long chords are followed by even longer silences. Many different

colors of the organ are heard, some in unusual combinations. [Some musical kinship may be heard here with the music

of the Wandelweiser Group of composers; Wandelweiser music is often distinguished by an integration of silence as

an element of equal importance to sound.]

The 8th movement, a kind of toccata in minimalist style is built from loud, incessantly repeating chords that constantly

change their shape. The end is a gradual decrescendo and an abrupt conclusion.

The 9th movement is a four-part fugue.

The 10th movement is lyrical and flowing. In the middle section is heard a birdsong vocalise. Birds, of course, have a

special association with St. Francis.

The 11th movement is a final toccata; the middle part is a quieter fugato ending with a stretto of the subject.

The quiet and atmospheric last movement (lento, misterioso) begins with an upper-register sustained chord on a high

flute sound. Other lower chords are added, and the pedal is heard very quietly. The music closes with a high chord

alone again.

Notes ©2016 by Andreas Willscher, translated and edited by Carson Cooman



Composer and performer

German composer and organist Andreas Willscher (b. 1955) studied composition, theory, and organ in his native
Hamburg. In 1971 he was appointed organist of the St. Francis Church in Hamburg and in 2000 at the church of St.
Joseph-Wandsbek. In addition, he has been keyboardist for several jazz and rock ensembles.

Willscher has received many awards and commissions for his compositions, which range widely in form: from
symphonic music and oratorios to cabaret and rock scores. His organ works are very diverse, ranging from large-scale
post-tonal pieces to some that blend elements of the traditional repertoire with contemporary jazz and pop influences.

In addition to his own composition and performing activities, Willscher has published a number of literary and
scientific articles in journals and encyclopedias and has been very active in collecting and preserving lost and forgotten
music from earlier eras.

In 1995, Willscher was awarded the Sudetendeutscher Culture Prize for Music and in 2012 the Ansgar Medal from the
Archdiocese of Hamburg for services to church music. In 2015, in honor of his 60th birthday and life’s work as a
musician, he received the Johann Wenzel Stamitz Prize from the Arts Guild of Esslingen.

For more information, visit www.willscher.de

Carson Cooman (b. 1982) is an American composer with a catalog of hundreds of works in many forms—ranging
from solo instrumental pieces to operas, and from orchestral works to hymn tunes. His music has been performed on
all six inhabited continents in venues that range from the stage of Carnegie Hall to the basket of a hot air balloon.

Cooman’s work appears on over forty recordings, including more than twenty complete CDs on the Naxos, Albany,
Artek, Gothic, Métier, Divine Art, Altarus, Convivium, MSR Classics, Raven, and Zimbel labels. Cooman’s primary
composition studies were with Bernard Rands, Judith Weir, Alan Fletcher, and James Willey.

As an active concert organist, Cooman specializes in the performance of contemporary music. Over 130 new works
have been composed for him by composers from around the world, and his organ performances can be heard on a
number of CD recordings.

Cooman is also a writer on musical subjects, producing articles and reviews frequently for a number of international
publications. He serves as an active consultant on music business matters to composers and performing organizations,
specializing particularly in the area of composer estates and archives.
For more information, visit www.carsoncooman.com



The Organ

Main Organ of Laurenskerk, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Marcussen & Søn, 1973

Model by Jiří Žůrek (Institute for Classical Studies,

Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Prague), 2012

The gothic building Grote of Sint-Laurenskerk was completed in 1525. During a German bombardment in May 1940,

the entire interior was lost to fire. Restoration of the church was undertaken following the war in the years 1947–68.

The first church building had a large Goltfuss organ from 1644, which was replaced with another instrument in 1790

(enlarged by Bätz in 1845). The destruction of this instrument was total, and so a new main organ was supplied by the

Danish firm Marcussen & Son in 1973. (Two other smaller Marcussen instruments can be found in the church as well.)

It is a large neo-baroque instrument that is completely mechanical in all respects. It is the largest entirely mechanical

action instrument in Europe. The organ consists of six divisions and contains 85 speaking stops. One unusual feature

of the instrument’s design are its multi-rank principal stops. Most all of the principals and octaves (16’, 8’, 4’) of all

divisions are comprised of more than one unison rank.

This recording was produced in live performance via the Hauptwerk system. The virtual model was created as part of

the Sonus Paradisi project (www.sonusparadisi.cz).



Organ specification

Rugwerk (Man. I)
Quintadeen 16’
Prestant 8’
Holpijp 8’
Quintadeen 8’
Octaaf 4’
Roerfluit 4’
Quint 2 2/3’
Octaaf 2’
Woudfluit 2’
Sifflet 1 1/3’
Sesquialter 2–4 st.
Mixtuur 6–8 st.
Scherp 4–6 st.
Dulciaan 16’
Trompet 8’
Kromhoorn 8’
Tremulant

Hoofdwerk (Man. II)
Prestant 16’
Octaaf 8’
Open fluit 8’
Quint 5 1/3’
Octaaf 4’
Spitsfluit 4’
Octaaf 2’
Ruispijp 3–4 st.
Mixtuur 8–10 st.
Scherp 6–8 st.
Trompet 16’
Trompet 8’
Cornet 5 st.

Bovenwerk (Man. III)
Gedekt 16’’
Prestant 8’
Baarpijp 8’
Roerfluit 8’
Viola di Gamba 8’
Viola di Gamba (beating) 8’
Octaaf 4’
Open fluit 4’
Terts 3 1/5’
Roerquint 2 2/3’
Nachthoorn 2’
Terts 1 3/5’
Mixtuur 5–7 st.
Cimbel 3 st.
Bombarde 16’
Trompette 8’
Voix humaine 8’
Clairon 4’
Tremulant

Borstwerk (Man. IV)
Gedekt 8’
Prestant 4’
Blokfluit 4’
Nasard 2 2/3’
Octaaf 2’
Gedekte fluit 2’
Octaaf 1’
Tertiaan 2 st.
Scherp 4–5 st.
Regaal 16’
Kromhoorn 8’
Regaal 8’
Tremulant

Chamadewerk (Man. III)
Trompeta magna 16’ (desc.)
Trompeta brillante 8’ (bas/desc.)
Trompeta de batalla 8’ (bas/desc.)
Clarin fuerte 4’ (bas/desc.)
Clarin 2’ (bas)
Orlos 8’ (bas/desc.)

Pedaal
Prestant 32’
Octaaf 16’
Open Subbas 16’
Gedekte Quint 10 2/3’
Octaaf 8’
Gemshoorn 8’
Roerquint 5 1/3’
Octaaf 4’
Koppelfluit 4’
Nachthoorn 2’
Dwarsfluit 1’
Ruispijp 5 st.
Cornet 3 st.
Mixtuur 10 st.
Bazuin 32’
Bazuin 16’
Fagot 16’
Trompet 8’
Trompet 4’
Zink 2’

Couplers:
I–II; III–II; IV–II;
I–Ped; II–Ped; III–Ped.
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